Authorization Form and Receipt
Property Address

Date
Time

Client Name & Address

Home
Work
Cell
e-mail

Weather Conditions

Ground surface condition

Two Storey
Apartment

Bungalow
Duplex

Approximate age of building

Inspection Fee:
Additional Fees:
Postage & handling:
Tax (

%) =

Hi-ranch
Triplex

Townhouse

Semi-detached

Condominium

Other:

years

Payment received in full
Please mail cheque
Signature
of Inspector

Total:
Inspector’s name

You should know this:
The report is based on a visual examination of the accessible features of the property and reflects
their condition on the day of the inspection.
It is not a guarantee, warranty or insurance against current or future defects. It is carried out in accordance with
the Standards of Practice of the American and Canadian Associations of Home and Property Inspectors and the
National Association of Certified Home Inspectors. (A.S.H.I., C.A.H.P.I. and InterN.A.C.H.I.).
It is not a building code, by-law or insurance inspection. The report does not ensure insurability.
The client requests an inspection of the property subject to the terms and conditions of this agreement shown on
the following pages (1 - 5).
Signature of client
or representative

Date

Inspection Support Services Inc.
A message from the authors…….
The text in this reporting system and its conditional meanings are accurate to the best of our knowledge and belief at
the time if issue.
NOTE: The checkboxes  indicated throughout the report identify specific conditions for your
attention. Typically marked with an “X” or “√” (checkmark).
Red coloured text is provided in this report to highlight significant concerns for your attention.
Measurements units are specified in metric units.
The report is neither a code reference manual nor a text of code, although some mentions may be made to current
conditions that are mutually associated with current code and good construction practices.
The changing nature of good construction practice, building, electrical, plumbing and heating codes requires that this
report system will be constantly evolving. It is reviewed annually, and we invite you to be part of this process. Simply
send us your feedback.
Please send your comments and feedback to: mailto:info@inspectsupport.com
Alternatively contact us at: 1-800-659-9053
Or visit our website at: www.inspectsupport.com
NOTE: Inspection Support Services Inc. accepts no responsibility for any matters arising from the use
of this reporting system by others.
To the Home Buyer/Inspectors Client
Inspection Support Services Inc. is a supplier of high quality home inspection reporting systems, education/training
and other related documents. We have no input on the site home inspection process. Please direct any questions you
may have about this report and its contents to your home inspector or the inspectors company. If any item is
unclear, you should request the inspector to provide clarification. The standards of practice establish the minimum
uniform home inspection standard for home inspectors. The home inspector has an obligation to make you aware of
it and should outline the general scope of your home inspection.
Typically, the inspector shall:
A. inspect readily accessible, visually observable, installed systems and components listed in this Standard.
B. provide the client with a written report, using a format and medium selected by the inspector, that
states:
1. those systems and components inspected that, in the professional judgment of the inspector, are not
functioning properly, significantly deficient, unsafe, or are near the end of their service lives,
2. recommendations to correct, or monitor for future correction, the deficiencies or items needing further
evaluation (Per Exclusion the inspector is NOT required to determine methods, materials, or costs of
corrections.),
3. reasoning or explanation as to the nature of the deficiencies reported, that are not self‐evident,
4. those systems and components designated for inspection in this Standard that were present at the time
of the home inspection but were not inspected and the reason(s) they were not inspected.
C. adhere to the Code of Ethics for the Home Inspection Profession.
This home inspection reporting system “Your Home Inspection Report” is copyright 2000-2021©.
All rights reserved. No part of this reporting system may be reproduced in any form by any electronic or mechanical
means including information storage and retrieval systems, without expressed written permission from Inspection
Support Services Inc. Your home inspector has permission to use this report up to August 31, 2022. The rights to use
this report are renewable annually.
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Roofing, Flashings and Chimneys
Description
Roof type

Gable

Hip

Shed

Gambrel

Sloped roof covering
Asphalt shingles
Bitumen
Concrete/clay
Heating cables
Flat roof covering
Chimney

Tar & gravel

Metal
Metal

Skylights

Manufactured

Flashings

Metal

Clay

Roll roofing

Tar

Roof Drainage System
Gutters
Downspouts

Brick

Single ply
Masonry

Asbestos

Built Onsite
None

Flat

Stucco

Not visible

Wood

Metal

Roll roofing

Modified Bitumen
Blocks

Modified

Other:
Removed

None

Other:
Plastic

Other:

Galvanized
Scuppers

Other:

Metal
Wood
Single ply
Rubber
Other:

Wood framing over metal

Flue liner

Mansard

Ice Shield

Aluminum
None

Plastic

None

Other:

Limitations
Roof inspection by

Binoculars

Ladder at eaves

Walking on

Roof inspection limited/prevented by
Snow/ice
Covered by deck/solar/PV panels
Metal
Trees
Damaged shingles

From ground

Other:

Wet
No access
Height
Slope
Roof covered by gravel
Frozen/hot

Chimney inspection limited/prevented by
Snow/ice
No access to roof/chimney (see above)
Cap not visible
Height ✔ Interior of flue liners not inspected

Conditions
General Sloped roof coverings
Old
Damaged
Rust
Cracked/curled
Missing
Rot
Loose
Leaks
Evidence of ice
damming
Vulnerable to ice damming/leak potential
Trim trees/vines away from roof
Ice & water shield
recommended when repairing/re-roofing
Percentage of roof cover not visible:
%
Low slope shingles leak potential
Expect to renew roof covering/shingles within:
Interim repairs required
Garage - Sloped Roof Coverage (Nonattached)
Old
Damaged
Rust
Cracked/curled
damming
Vulnerable to ice damming/leak potential
recommended when repairing/re-roofing
Percentage
leak potential ✔ Expect to renew roof covering/shingles

Missing
Rot
Loose
Leaks
Evidence of ice
Trim trees/vines away from roof
Ice & water shield
of roof cover not visible:
%
Low slope shingles within:
Interim repairs required

Flat roof coverings
Old
Damaged
Rust
Ponding
Loose or damaged seams
Poor stone cover
Exposed felts
Blisters
Poor or blocked drains
Trim trees/vines away from roof
Leaks
Leak potential
Patches
Worn out
Percentage of roof cover not visible:
%
✔ Expect to renew flat roof covering within:
Interim repairs required
Chimney(s)
Spalling
Pointing loose/missing
Cap damaged/cracked/crumbling ✔ Check cap/flue pipe seal annually
Clogged
Loose or damaged liner
Re-build
Too low
Leans
Rust
Cracked/damaged
Flue cap recommended
Dual pipes discharge too close together (risk of cross contamination)
Poor seal
at building wall
Flashings (roof)
Nonstandard
Roof to wall
flashings annually

Leak
Loose
Leak potential

Damaged
Improper installation
Rust
Seal
Not visible (check in spring)
Replace when re-roofing

Flashings (chimney(s))
Nonstandard
Leak
Loose
Damaged
Improper installation
Leak potential
Not visible (check in spring) ✔ Replace when re-roofing

✔

✔

Suspect
Check all

Rust
Seal
Suspect
Check flashings annually
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Roofing, Flashings and Chimneys (2)
Roof penetrations
Pipe stack
Vents
Roof drain(s)
Damaged
Exposed/vulnerable areas
Plumbing vent pipe(s)
Too short
Poor location
Blocked

Chimney
Other: .

Rusted/loose/damaged

Vulnerable parapet walls

Missing

Caulking/sealing

Builder’s test seal not removed

Skylights
Flashings loose/damaged/leak
Maintenance required
Poor installation
Deteriorated
Leaks
Curbs
Leak potential
Thermo-seal failure
Safety concerns noted:

✔

Poor quality unit
Check all flashings annually

Additional notes

Read this........

The home inspector is not required to: Walk on the roofing; or observe attached accessories including but not
limited to solar systems, antennae, and lightning arrestors.
We make every effort to examine roof materials closely, however there will always be times or circumstances that
make it unsafe or impossible to climb onto roof areas. This may be due to steep slopes, weather, poor access or
snow/slippery. It will always be in the inspector’s absolute discretion to judge any personal safety issues.
Roof, skylight and chimney flashings need regular maintenance to prevent leakage.
Lack of maintenance to roof components may also significantly reduce their expected life span. Read the
maintenance section provided. Where roof coverings or flashing areas need repair, there may be underlying,
unseen, damage to sheathing or the roof structure.
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Roofing, Flashings
and Chimneys (3)
Roofing, Flashings and Chimneys
(3)
The basics........
The basics........
The roof protects the building envelope (exterior) from water, snow and the sun.
The roof protects the building from water, snow and sun.
Slope
Slope
The roof pitch is measured by considering how far it goes up (rise) against how far it spans horizontally measured from a
The roof
is measured
by of
considering
it goes up
(rise)
how
far itfeet
spans
horizontally
plumb
linepitch
through
the centre
the ridge how
(run).farExample
- use
the against
factor of
twelve
as the
run, so ameasured
roof that goes up
from
a plumb
through
centre
of would
the ridge
(run).
Always
use the
factor of twelve feet as the run, so a
six
feet
(over aline
distance
of the
twelve
feet)
be said
to have
a 6:12
slope.
roof that goes up six feet (over a distance of twelve feet) would be said to have a 6:12 slope.
Roofs with a rise/run ratio of 4:12 down to 2:12 are considered to be ‘low slope’ and need special shingles or other
Roofs with Roofs
a rise/run
of 4:12
down
are considered
be ‘low slope’ and need special shingles or
treatment.
withratio
a slope
of 2:12
or to
less2:12,
are considered
to betoflat.
other treatment. Roofs with a slope of 2:12 or less are considered to be flat.

Coverings
Coverings
Asphalt shingles are the most common roof covering for sloped roofs, followed by metal roofing.
Cedar, terra cotta, slate or concrete shingles are also available.
Asphalt shingles are the most common roof coverings for sloped roofs, followed by metal roofing. Cedar, terra cotta, slate,
metal
or concrete
shingles aremembrane,
also available.
Flat roofs
have a waterproof
usually made of asphalt, tar, PVC or rubber. The gravel seen on many flat
built-up roofs protects the tar, asphalt and provides ballast and protection from the sun’s U.V. Rays. It has nothing
Flat
a waterproof membrane, usually made of asphalt, tar, PVC, EPDM, TPO, or rubber. The stone seen on
to doroofs
with have
waterproofing.
many flat built-up roofs protects the tar, asphalt and provides ballast and protection from the sun’s U.V. Rays. It has
nothing
to do with waterproofing.
Life expectancy
Life
expectancy
Asphalt
shingles
Asphalt
Metal shingles
Metal
Wood shakes
Wood shingles
Wood
shakes
Concrete
or clay tiles
Wood shingles
Concrete
Flat roof or clay tiles
Flat roof

15 - 20 years depending on the climate. Manufacturers’ claims for 25 or 30 year
shingles are not always substantiated in the real world.
15
on the
climate.
Manufacturers’
claims
foras25 or 30 year
25 -- 20
50 years
years depending
- but you may
have
to do some
maintenance
such
shingles
are
not
always
substantiated
in
the
real
world.
repairing seams or painting.
25
30 -- 50
50 years
years.- but you may have to do some maintenance such as
repairing
seams or painting.
15 - 20 years.
30
50 -- 50
100years.
years - but these are very heavy and need additional support
15
20 roof
years.
for -the
structure.
50
100
years - but these are very heavy and need additional support
10 - 15 years
for the roof structure.
10 - 15 years

Structure (7)
Engineered
Engineered wood
wood products
products such
such as
as Truss joists
joists - also known as “Silent Flooring” ororengineered
engineeredjoists
joists,are
aremade
in
controlled
(engineered)
conditions.
similarly
made
in controlleddesign
conditions.
Cutting
pipes, wires
wires and
and ducts
ducts isisonly
onlypermitted
permittedininaccordance
accordancewith
withthe
the
manufacturers’
instructions.
Cutting out
out sections
sections for
for pipes,
manufacturers’
instructions.
The
detail gives
gives you
youan
anidea
ideaofof
issues
involved.
recommend
all alterations
that
The following
following detail
thethe
issues
involved.
We We
recommend
that that
all alterations
that do
notdofallnot fall
within
withinthe
themanufacturers’
manufacturers’ guidelines
guidelines are
are referred
referred for
for professional
professional approval.
approval.

Floors
Minor
cracks
concrete
floors
in garages
and basements
are not Unless
unusual.
they are
severe
Minor cracks
in in
concrete
floors
in garages
and basements
are not unusual.
theyUnless
are severe
seldom
are seldom
they
are
they a issue.
structural
issue.
Concrete
floorspoured
are mainly
poured independently
the building
a structural
Concrete
floors
are mainly
independently
of the building of
structure
and arestructure
thereforeand
freeare
therefore
freesettle
to move
andaffecting
settle without
affecting
the structure
itself. Minor
crackingtrait
is aofcommon
to move and
without
the structure
itself.
Minor cracking
is a common
concretetrait
dueoftoconcrete
shrinkdue
shrinkage
in the
drying
and curing process.
age to
in the
drying and
curing
process.
Uneven wood floors are also not
not unusual,
unusual, especially
especially in older houses. There are
are circumstances
circumstances however,
however,where
wherethe
the
slope of a floor may be an indicator
indicator of
of aa more
more serious
serious problem.
problem.
Modern homes should have floors that are close to level.

Summary/Additional Notes 1
These optional summary pages detail the most significant problems or deficiencies found during the
inspection today.
It is not a comprehensive list of all defects and items on it should not be considered to be in any particular
order or priority. It must not be relied upon in isolation. You must read the entire text of this report thoroughly,
before proceeding with your transaction. Only in this way will you gain a proper and adequate appreciation for the
condition of the building.
If required, additional notes are documented here and possibly on the next page.
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Maintenance
At some stage just about everything on or in your home will need replacement or maintenance.
Despite our best efforts with new materials - actually there’s no such thing as “maintenance free”. This is
especially true if you happen to live in a geographic area where there’s a significant temperature swing - summer
to winter.
A good rule of thumb is to allow about one per 1% of your purchase price, per year for maintenance.

The following notes are intended as a guide to ensure that major items receive adequate attention. It is not a
comprehensive list of all maintenance matters for all buildings. Our primary focus on maintenance is the exterior,
since it is your primary line of defense to protect the interior living environment. Certainly periodic ongoing interior
maintenance is also necessary.
Most people carry out maintenance in the spring and fall. In many areas the summers too hot and/or the winter’s
too cold to do anything but the most important repairs.
Exterior
Grading - ensure that all grading (which includes patios, drives, walkways and so on) slopes away from the
foundation walls and any structural posts or columns, for at least the first five or six feet. All grading must be at
least six inches below any brick or stone veneer and at least eight inches below any siding.
Window wells - remove debris and foliage. Ensure that the stone in the bottom is at least six to eight inches
below the window sill. See the diagram in the exterior section for full details.
Eavestroughs and downspouts - must discharge at least six feet from foundation walls or any other structural
elements. Clean out gutters and repair any winter damage.
Bricks/stone/siding/stucco - repair any damage. Paint and caulk. Repair or replace any damaged areas
especially where underlying sheathing or framing is exposed.
Windows - paint and caulk as required. Replace any rotted sections. Pay particular attention to the miter joints of
clad windows.
Doors - paint and caulk as required. Seal the panels of wood garage doors, inside and out.
Check automatic door openers run smoothly and that the safety auto reverse sensor(s) work. Lubricate all door
tracks, wheels and hinges. Repairing garage door springs is a job for an expert. The long, coiled, horizontal
springs are under significant tension and may seriously injure you if they let go unexpectedly.
Check all patio doors and screens for smooth operation and adjust where necessary.
Roof - check shingles are secure and that none are missing or damaged. Check flat roofs for adequate gravel
cover, blisters or exposed tar. Check all roof flashings are secure and well-sealed.
Chimneys and flue pipes - have chimneys professionally cleaned. Check caps and flashings are sealed and
secure. Clay liners deteriorate over time, especially in very cold climates - replace any damaged units.

